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Abstract: With more and more machine learning methods applied to polarized skylight 
navigation, the demand for polarized skylight navigation datasets is more and more urgent, 
which can be used to train and test machine learning methods. So, this paper proposed a 
polarization sky model based on Sun position model, Berry sky model and Hosek sky model, 
which contains the information of the light intensity (LI), degree of polarization (DOP) and 
angle of polarization (AOP). Then, based on the proposed sky model, a polarization imaging 
simulation system is constructed, which can capture not only LI, DOP and AOP images, but 
also original black-and-white LI images in different polarization directions. Black-and-white 
LI images are the original data collected by actual polarization imager, so this system can 
completely describe the whole process of polarization imager capturing skylight polarization 
patterns. Above all, a polarized skylight navigation simulation (PSNS) dataset can be 
constructed. 
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1. Introduction 
The atmospheric scattering of sunlight from gas molecules, aerosols and dust causes the 
skylight to have a polarization pattern. According to this pattern, new generation aerosol and 
the density of PM2.5 (atmospheric particulate matter that has a diameter of less than 2.5 
micrometers) particulates are estimated usually based on polarized sensor [1-3]. In addition, 
the complementary information of polarimetric brings remarkable improvements in remote 
sensing image classification and target recognition [4, 5]. Moreover, recently, it has been 
reported many insects can use skylight polarization pattern trails to find their way [6-8]. Such 
as, desert ants determine heading with great efficiency using polarization compass cues [9, 10]; 
Dung beetles perform navigation tasks rely on the dorsal rim area (DRA) of compound eyes, 
which is sensitive to polarized light [11, 12]; Drosophila sense the angle of polarization (AOP) 
in the sky as an angular cue [13, 14]. And the underwater polarized skylight navigation and 
skylight polarization pattern have also attracted extensive attention of researchers [15, 16]. So, 
skylight polarization pattern has a wide range of applications, and precise skylight polarization 
model plays a key role and is the basis of these applications. And with machine learning 
methods applied to polarized skylight navigation [17, 18], polarized skylight navigation 
datasets are needed to train and test these machine learning methods. So, a skylight polarization 
simulation system is designed in this paper to construct a polarized skylight navigation 
simulation (PSNS) dataset. 
Skylight polarization pattern as a result of scattering phenomena is well described by 
Rayleigh scattering theory [19, 20]. Because Rayleigh single-scatter sky model is simple and 
practical, it is widely used in skylight polarization navigation, remote sensing and so on [7, 21-
24]. However, Rayleigh single-scatter sky model has three basic assumptions: 1. The scattering 
particles are smaller than the wavelength of incident sunlight; 2. The scattering particles are 
isotropic, homogeneous spheres; 3. The sunlight only undergoes a single scattering event [20, 
23, 25]. So, the skylight polarization patterns prescribed by the Rayleigh theory have limitations. 
According to the Rayleigh single-scatter sky model, there only are two unpolarized points (the 
sun and anti-sun points) in the sky. In practical observation, however, there are four unpolarized 
points in the sky [26], which are named neutral points. 
According to the phenomena of four neutral points in the sky, M. V. Berry has proposed the 
Berry model [27, 28]. The Berry model can describe the neutral points by introducing 
singularities and the model parameters can be modified according to the actual measurements 
[29-31]. So, the Berry model is close to practical atmospheric polarization patterns and it is an 
analytical model with low computational cost and contains the information of AOP and degree 
of polarization (DOP) [27, 30]. However, the Berry model overlooks the information of light 
intensity (LI). To address this problem, in this paper, Hosek sky model is introduced to describe 
the luminance of clear sky [32, 33]. And this model can significantly correct the irradiance of 
sky and tends to best fit the trend of measured irradiance curves [34]. So, the combination of 
Berry and Hosek models can fully describe skylight polarization patterns. 
In addition, a hypothetical polarization imager has been established to promote the practical 
application of skylight polarization patterns. According to Rayleigh sky model, several 
hypothetical polarization imagers are constructed to capture the AOP image and DOP image 
[17, 35-37], which facilitates the verification of polarized skylight navigation and polarization 
remote sensing methods. However, the original data collected by the polarization imager are 
black-and-white LI images in different polarization directions. Polarization imagers are mainly 
divided into rotating polarizer imager, multi-channel polarization imager, and pixelated 
polarization imager. Rotating polarizer imager capture black-and-white LI images in different 
polarization directions by rotating polarizer [38-41]. Multi-channel polarization imager uses 
several image sensors with polarizers in different polarization directions to capture black-and-
white LI images in different polarization directions [42-44]. Pixelated polarization imager 
based on a four-directional polarizer installed on pixels to capture black-and-white LI images 
in different polarization directions [8, 45, 46]. Then, these polarization imagers fuse several 
black-and-white LI images in different polarization directions to capture AOP and DOP images. 
So, capturing AOP and DOP images directly cannot fully reflect the whole process of 
polarization image acquisition. Aiming at this problem, a polarization imaging simulation 
system is constructed, which can capture not only AOP and DOP images, but also the original 
black-and-white LI images in different polarization directions. Finally, adding measurement 
noises to the original black-and-white LI image, the PSNS dataset is constructed. 
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Fig. 1. Structure of skylight polarization simulation system and dataset building process, where 
LI represents light intensity, DOP represents the degree of polarization, AOP represents the 
angle of polarization, (0 )LI  , (45 )LI  , (90 )LI  and (135 )LI   images represent the original 
black-and-white LI images in 0 , 45 , 90 , and 135 polarization directions. 
The skylight polarization simulation system and PSNS dataset building process are shown 
in Fig. 1. Firstly, solar azimuth and zenith angles are determined by Sun position model. 
Secondly, skylight polarization model is constructed based on Berry and Hosek sky models, so 
this model includes the information of LI, DOP and AOP. Thirdly, a polarization imaging 
simulation system is constructed based on the designed skylight polarization model to capture 
not only AOP and DOP images, but also original black-and-white LI images in different 
polarization directions to construct PSNS dataset. 
2. Skylight polarization pattern 
In this section, a skylight polarization model is constructed based on Sun position model, Hosek 
sky model, Berry sky model, which fully describes skylight polarization patterns by the 
information of LI, DOP and AOP. 
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Fig. 2. Cartesian coordinate systems, where g g gox y z  is the East-North-Up (ENU) Cartesian 
coordinate system and 
a a aox y z is the solar azimuth Cartesian coordinate system. The yellow 
point S and blue point P represent the Sun and observation point, respectively. The orange line 
SM-ASM is the solar meridian and anti-solar meridian.
S and P  represent the zenith angles 
of S and P, respectively. 
P  represents the angle between S and P, which is named scattering 
angle. gS and gP  represent the azimuth angles of S and P in the ENU coordinate system, 
respectively. 
aP  represents the azimuth angle of P in the solar azimuth coordinate system. 
To well describe skylight polarization patterns, we construct a solar azimuth Cartesian 
coordinate system. As illustrated in Fig. 2, 
g g gox y z  is the East-North-Up (ENU) Cartesian 
coordinate system. The origin of solar azimuth Cartesian coordinate is o , the direction of solar 
azimuth is labeled by ay , the direction of solar zenith is labeled by az , and ax  completes the 
construction of solar azimuth right-handed Cartesian coordinate system a a aox y z  
2.1 Sun position model 
Skylight polarization patterns are regular relative to the Sun position. So, in this section, the 
Sun position is given by the formulas of celestial navigation [47-50]. 
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Fig. 3. Celestial sphere, where the yellow point S and green point O represent the Sun and 
observing site, respectively. 
S represents the solar zenith angle, ST  represents the Greenwich 
hour angle of the Sun, 
S  represents the solar declination angle, OL and OLon  represent the 
latitude and longitude of observing site, respectively. 
According to the basic concept of celestial navigation, the Sun position can be obtained by 
three angles, which are the Greenwich hour angle ST  of the Sun, solar declination angle S  
and latitude OL  of observing site. As illustrated in Fig. 3, using spherical trigonometry, the 
solar azimuth angle [0 ,360 ]gS     in the ENU coordinate system and the solar zenith angle 
[0 ,90 ]S     yield as follows: 
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Make quadrant judgment and rewriting equation (1) as follows 
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where the solar declination angle S  is given by 
0.3723 23.2567sin 0.1149sin 2 0.1712sin3S S S S   = + + − −  
0.758cos 0.3656cos2 0.0201cos3S S S  + +   (4) 
where S  is the day angle and 
 02 ( ) / 365.2422S D D = −                                               (5) 
where D  represents the day of the year, 0D  represents the spring-equinox time and 0D
expressed in days from 1985 is defined as follows 
( ) ( )0 79.6764 0.2422 1985 INT 1985 / 4D Y Y= +  − − −                         (6) 
where Y  represents the year and INT is the round down operation. 
Then, the calculation steps of the Greenwich hour angle ST   of the Sun are given.  
Firstly, the local standard time dS  is defined as follows: 
( )( )4 120 / 60d O O OS S F Lon= + − −                                      (7) 
where, OLon  represents the longitude of observing site, OF  and OS  represent the minute and 
hour of Beijing time of observing site, respectively. 
Secondly, time error tE  is defined as follows: 
0.0028 1.9857sin 9.9059sin 2 7.0924cos 0.6882cos2t S S S SE    = − + − −           (8) 
Thirdly, the solar time tS  is calculated.  
/ 60t d tS S E= +                                                           (9) 
Finally, the formula of solar hour angle ST  is  
( )12 15S tT S= −                                                        (10) 
Above all, the solar azimuth and zenith angles are given. 
2.2 Skylight polarization model 
A full description of skylight polarization patterns must contain the information of LI, AOP 
and DOP. 
1) LI 
The Hosek model is an analytic formula for describing the luminance of clear skies with low 
turbidity [32, 33]. And this model significantly corrects the sky's irradiance and tends to best 
follow measured irradiance curves [34]. The LI distribution can be obtained by using the Hosek 
model. 
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where P is the zenith angle of the observation point P, P is the angle between the observation 
point P and Sun, ( , )PH   is anisotropic term for luminance peaks around the Sun. A , B , C , 
D , E , F , G , H  and I  are adjustable coefficients and the functions of atmospheric turbidity, 
wavelength and ground albedo. 
2) AOP 
According to the phenomena of four neutral points in the sky, Berry sky model was proposed 
[27-29]. So, the Berry model can well describe the characteristics of atmospheric polarization 
patterns.   
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where  ,  + ,  − , 
*1/ +−  and 
*1/ −−   are complex numbers in the complex coordinate system, 
as illustrated in Fig. 4.  represents the projection of observation point on the complex 
coordinate system.  + ,  − , 
*1/ +−  and 
*1/ −−  represent the projections of four neutral points 
in the sky. | | represents the modulus of a complex number.  
Then, the AOP distribution of skylight polarization pattern is given by 
( ) arg[ ( )]aAOP w =                                                    (13) 
where arg[ ]  represents the principal argument of a complex number. AOP is the angle between 
polarization electric field vector (E-vector) and reference direction, so the value of AOP is 
determined by not only polarization E-vector, but also reference direction. The reference 
direction of AOPa is the ax  axis of the solar azimuth coordinate system. When discussing 
skylight polarization pattern, the local meridian is usually used as the reference direction, so 
AOPm is defined whose reference direction is the local meridian. 
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where Re[ ]  and Im[ ]  represent the real and imaginary part of a complex number, respectively. 
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Fig. 4. Complex coordinate system, where
i i io x y  is the complex coordinate system and 
a a aox y z is the solar azimuth Cartesian coordinate system. ix  is parallel to ax , and iy  is 
parallel to 
ay . The blue point P represents the observation point, and pink point   represents 
the projection of P on the complex coordinate system. 
P  represents the zenith angles of P. 
aP  represents the azimuth angle of P in the solar azimuth coordinate system. where Re[ ]  
and Im[ ]  represent the real and imaginary part of the complex number  , respectively. 
3) DOP 
To better describe DOP of skylight, the Berry model was modified by considering the 
influence of atmospheric turbidity, wavelength and ground albedo [30, 31]. 
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where ( )DOPM  describes the maximal DOP in the sky, and   is the atmospheric turbidity.
( , )PE    describes the depolarization effects near the earth ground, and   is the ground albedo.
( , , )P PS    is the influence of spectral radiant power, and   is the wavelength of light. 
4) Polarization E-vector 
In addition, to facilitate the construction of polarization imaging simulation system, which 
will be described in section 3, polarization E-vector in solar azimuth coordinate is given by 
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3. Polarization imaging simulation system 
In this section, a polarization imaging simulation system is constructed, which can capture not 
only DOP and AOP images, but also original black-and-white LI images in different 
polarization directions to conduct polarized skylight navigation simulation dataset. 
3.1 Polarization imager 
To capture polarization images, the imager-centered coordinate system c c c co x y z  and pixel 
coordinate system 
p p po x y  are constructed, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The origin co  of  c c c co x y z  
coincides with the optical center of the hypothetical polarization imager, and the  cz  axis 
coincides with the optical axis of the imager. The c c co x y  plane is assumed to be parallel to the 
image plane of the imager and at a distance f  to co , where f  is the focal length of the imager. 
The  
p p po x y  plane is assumed to be coplanar with the image plane of the imager, px and py  
are parallel to cx  and cy , respectively. 
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Fig. 5. Imager Cartesian coordinate system 
c c c co x y z and pixel coordinate system p p po x y , 
where f  represents the focal length of the imager, P  represents any point in the p p po x y  
plane. 
Let ( , )pP pPx y   represent the coordinates of any point P  in the pixel coordinate system. 
Then, the vector corresponding to P  in imager-centered coordinate system is  
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where x  and y  represent the image plane has x y   pixels, xD  and yD  represent the pixel 
sizes in 
px  and py  directions, respectively.  
The rotation matrix from the imager-centered coordinate system to the solar azimuth 
coordinate system is  
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where a , a and a  are yaw, pitch and roll angles in solar azimuth coordinate, respectively. 
In practice, ENU coordinates are also often used, and the rotation matrix from the imager-
centered coordinate system to the ENU coordinate system is 
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where 
g , g  and g  are yaw, pitch and roll angles in solar azimuth coordinate, respectively. 
And the relation between a
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Next, we further describe the polarization imaging simulation system in the solar azimuth 
coordinate system. The simulation system in the ENU coordinate system can be obtained by 
coordinate conversion according to equation (20). 
c co P  in solar azimuth coordinate system is 
a
c a c c co P C o P =                                                          (21) 
So, the azimuth angle aP   of c ao P  is 
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The zenith angle P   of c ao P  is 
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where ( )1,1c ao P , ( )2,1c ao P  and (3,1)c ao P  represent the components of c ao P , c ao P  denotes the 
mode of 
c ao P . Then, the scattering angle P   of P is given by 
( )arccos cos cos sin sin cos( )P P S P S aP        = +                                 (24) 
Combining equation (11), (23) and (24), the total PLI   of P  is given.  
The projection of P  on complex coordinate system is 
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where P   is the projection of P  on the complex coordinate system. 
Combining equation (15), (23), (24) and (25), the PDOP   of P  is given.  
The value of AOP is determined by the reference direction, so the polarization E-vector 
corresponding to P  is first obtained. Combining equation (13), (16) and (25), the polarization 
E-vector 
aPE   of P in solar azimuth coordinate system is given. Then, the polarization E-
vector 
cPE   of P  in imager-centered coordinate system is given by 
c
cP a aPE C E =                                                           (26) 
The AOP reference direction of the imager coincides with by  axis and the optical axis of the 
imager coincides with cz  axis. AOP is the angle between polarization E-vector and reference 
direction. So, AOP of P  captured by polarization imager is given by 
(1,1)
arctan
(2,1)
cP
c
cP
E
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E


=                                                     (27) 
where (1,1)cPE  , (2,1)cPE   represents the components of cPE  , and the reference direction of 
AOPc  is by  axis. 
Above all, hypothetical LI, DOP and AOPc images are captured. 
3.2 Original light intensity imager 
However, the DOP and AOPc images are not directly captured by polarization imager, which 
are obtained by fusing several original black-and-white LI images in different polarization 
directions. To construct a complete polarization imaging simulation system, the original LI 
images in different polarization directions are captured in this section. 
The Stokes vector ( , , , )LI Q U V  is usually defined to describe the polarized light, where LI  
describes the total light intensity, Q  describes the preponderance of linearly horizontal 
polarized light over linearly vertical polarized light, U  describes the preponderance of linearly 
+45°polarized light over linearly -45°polarized light, V  describes the preponderance of 
right-handed polarized light over left-handed polarized light. The scattered skylight is seen to 
be linearly polarized in the atmosphere [20, 23], so 0V = . Then, according to the definition of 
Stokes vector, we have 
 
1
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                           (28) 
where (0 )LI  , (45 )LI  , (90 )LI  , (135 )LI  are the original LI in the 0 , 45 , 90 , and 135  
polarization directions, respectively. So, the DOP and AOPc captured by polarization imager 
can be expressed by 
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Rewrite equation (29), Q  and U are given by 
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                                                    (30) 
Substituting (30) into (38), the original LI in different directions are given by 
(0 ) 1 1 0 1 1 0
(45 ) 1 0 1 1 0 1
cos(2 )
(90 ) 1 1 0 1 1 02 2
sin(2 )
(135 ) 1 0 1 1 0 1
c
c
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LI LI
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        (31) 
where   is defined to express the total influence of imager parameters, such as sensor gain, 
exposure time, aperture size and so on.  In practice, the gray value of original black-and-white 
LI images is generally between 0 and 255, so the value of   should be guaranteed the value of 
(0 )LI  , (45 )LI  , (90 )LI  , (135 )LI   between 0 and 255.  
In short, substituting LI, DOP and AOPc into equation (31), the original black-and-white LI 
images in 0 , 45 , 90 , and 135 polarization directions are captured. 
  
4. Simulation Dataset  
4.1 Simulation results of skylight polarization pattern 
Fig. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 show several samples of the designed skylight polarization model 
described in section 2, for systematic variations in solar azimuth angle, solar zenith angle, 
atmospheric turbidity, wavelength and ground albedo, respectively. 
 As illustrated in Fig. 6, the designed model well describes the symmetry of skylight 
polarization pattern. Skylight polarization pattern is symmetric about SM-ASM and rotates 
with the change of solar azimuth angle [51].  
The existence of neutral points can be seen on DOP and AOP of skylight polarization model. 
Arago and Babinet neural points can be observed as the Sun closed to the horizon, while 
Brewster and Babinet2 are below the horizon, as illustrated in Fig. 7 under s =85°, 78° and 
71° . As the sun rise, Arago neural point disappears and Brewster neural point appears, 
Brewster and Babinet neural points are above the horizon, while Arago and Babinet2 are below 
the horizon, illustrated in Fig. 7 under s =50°, 43° and 36°. In addition, as shown in Fig. 
7(c) under s =85°, 78°, the AOP of skylight polarization model presents an obvious 8-shape, 
which is the same as the observation [52].  
With the increase of atmospheric turbidity, the influence of Mie scattering and multi-
scattering increases, resulting in an increase in LI and a decrease in DOP of skylight 
polarization pattern [30]. As illustrated in Fig. 8, for the ideal case of 1 = , the maximum DOP 
of skylight polarization pattern is 1. However, the DOP of the whole sky decreases sharply with 
the increase of atmospheric turbidity. 
The skylight polarization patterns of different wavelengths have some differences, as 
illustrated in Fig. 9. In addition, the LI of blue light is stronger than that of other wavelengths, 
which is consistent with the fact that the sky is blue [53]. 
Sunlight reflected from the Earth's surface increases the LI and weakens the polarization 
properties of skylight near the Earth's surface [31]. Increasing the value of ground albedo results 
in an increase in LI and a decrease in DOP near the horizon, as illustrated in Fig. 10.  
 
 
 
Fig. 6.  Simulation results of skylight polarization pattern are varied for the solar azimuth angle gS  in ENU coordinate 
system: (a) LI of skylight polarization pattern; (b) DOP of skylight polarization pattern; (c) AOP of skylight 
polarization pattern. Solar zenith angle is 50°, atmospheric turbidity is 4, wavelength is 450nm, ground albedo is 0.1. 
The white dotted line represents SM-ASM. 
 
 
Fig. 7.  Simulation results of skylight polarization pattern are varied for the solar zenith angle 
S : (a) LI of skylight 
polarization pattern; (b) DOP of skylight polarization pattern; (c) AOP of skylight polarization pattern. Solar azimuth 
angle is 200°, atmospheric turbidity is 4, wavelength is 450nm, ground albedo is 0.1. The white dotted line represents 
SM-ASM. 
 
 
Fig. 8.  Simulation results of skylight polarization pattern are varied for the atmospheric turbidity  : (a) LI of skylight 
polarization pattern; (b) DOP of skylight polarization pattern; (c) AOP of skylight polarization pattern. Solar azimuth 
angle is 200°, solar zenith angle is 50°, wavelength is 450nm, ground albedo is 0.1. The white dotted line represents 
SM-ASM. 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.  Simulation results of skylight polarization pattern are varied for the wavelength  : (a) LI of skylight 
polarization pattern; (b) DOP of skylight polarization pattern; (c) AOP of skylight polarization pattern. Solar azimuth 
angle is 200°, solar zenith angle is 50°, atmospheric turbidity is 4, ground albedo is 0.1. The white dotted line 
represents SM-ASM.  
 
Fig. 10.  Simulation results of skylight polarization pattern are varied for the ground albedo  : (a) LI of skylight 
polarization pattern; (b) DOP of skylight polarization pattern; (c) AOP of skylight polarization pattern. Solar azimuth 
angle is 200°, solar zenith angle is 50°, atmospheric turbidity is 4, wavelength is 450nm. The white dotted line 
represents SM-ASM. 
4.2 Simulation results of polarization imaging system 
As described above, not only DOP and AOPc images, but also the original LI images in different 
polarization directions can be captured by the designed polarization imaging system. The 
parameters of polarization imager are shown in Table 1.  
Table 1. Parameters of Polarization Imager 
Symbol Value Units Description 
f  4 mm Focal length of polarization imager 
c  380-780 nm Wavelength range of polarization imager 
x  2048 pixel Number of pixels in px  direction 
y  2448 pixel Number of pixels in py  direction 
xD  3.45 μm Pixel size in px  direction 
yD  3.45 μm Pixel size in py  direction 
 
As illustrated in Fig. 11, Fig. 11(d), Fig. 11(e), Fig. 11(f) and Fig. 11(g) represent original 
LI images in the 0 , 45 , 90 , and 135  polarization directions respectively, which are 
captured by equation (31). The main advantage of capturing original LI images is that it can 
show the complete process of the polarization imaging. When capturing skylight polarization 
pattern, the original LI images in different polarization directions are first captured, and then 
Stokes vector is calculated to capture DOP and AOPc images. In addition, the noises caused by 
measurement and insufficient illumination at the edge of imager field of view [54] are added 
on original LI images, then the original LI images with noise are captured as shown in Fig. 
11(h), Fig. 11(i), Fig. 11(j) and Fig. 11(k), for example, Gaussian white noise and insufficient 
illumination at the edge of imager field of view are added. 
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
LI, DOP, AOP 
images
Original  LI 
images
Original  LI 
images with noise
 
Fig. 11. (a) LI image; (b) DOP image; (c) AOPc image; (d) 0° original LI image; (e) 45°original LI image; (f) 
90°original LI image; (g) 135°original LI image; (h) 0° original LI image with noise; (i) 45°original LI image with 
noise; (j) 90°original LI image with noise; (k) 135° original LI image with noise. 
 
Above all, as shown in Fig. 1, to construct polarized light navigation dataset, influence of 
sun position, neutral points, atmospheric turbidity, wavelength and ground albedo are 
considered to capture original LI images in different polarization directions. Based on 
PHX050S-P Sony IMX250MZR COMS polarization imager, an initial version of the PSNS 
dataset has been constructed. Some of the data from the initial version of the dataset can be 
downloaded here:  
(It will be published when this paper is officially published) 
Due to the limited size of files that can be uploaded, we only uploaded a part of the dataset. 
We will buy or rent web servers to update and expand our dataset. In addition, to facilitate 
researchers to build their own datasets based on their own polarization sensors and skylight 
models, we have disclosed the source code of polarization imager and original light intensity 
imager. The code of polarization imager refer to our previous work [37].  
https://github.com/HuajuLiang/HypotheticalPolarizationCamera 
The code of original light intensity imager is available at: 
https://github.com/HuajuLiang/OriginalLightItensity 
5. Conclusion  
In this paper, PSNS dataset is constructed based on skylight polarization model and polarization 
imaging system. In addition, the major contribution of this paper is that we have upload 
polarization imager code and original light intensity imager code to GitHub, to facilitate 
researchers to build their own datasets based on their own polarization sensors and models. 
Moreover, the polarization imaging simulation system can be used as not only polarization 
imaging sensors, but also point source sensors to construct datasets. It is only necessary to 
obtain the DOP, AOP and LI and original LI information according to the shooting position of 
the point source sensor, as described in section 3. 
All these will greatly promote the application of machine learning methods in the field of 
polarized skylight navigation, and will be conducive to the comparison between different 
polarized skylight navigation machine learning methods. 
Although, the simulation original black-and-white LI images in different directions are 
captured based on the designed sky model and polarization imaging simulation system to 
construct PSNS dataset, the actual dataset still needs to be built. Perfect actual datasets need to 
consider different weather, different time, different geographical location and so on. It is time-
consuming and laborious, which requires the efforts of all researchers in this field. 
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